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Welcome, Newcomers!

•

GLOSSARY
Amplifier-A device that increases the magnitude of a signal , usually with
minimum affect on the signal's waveform.

Digital mode-A radio wave onto which information has been imposed with
discrete states or levels, rather than with a continuously variable range.
Morse code is a digital mode since all of the information it conveys is
represented by only three units (vdlts, " " dahs," and spaces).

DXer-A ham who specializes in making long-distance contacts.

Ergonomics-Aefers to the interfacing of an operator to a piece of equipment.
An ergonomically well-designed piece of gear has controls that are sensibly
and conveniently placed.

FCC-Federal Communications Commission. This is the government agency
that regulates the allocation and use of rad io frequency spectrum in the US.

Front-end-Th is refers to the amplification stage of a receiver thai meels the
incoming wave energy from the antenna system. Too much wave energy can
cause the front-end to overload, causing wave distortion and blockage, and
the production of unwanted wave products.

Hand-held-A transceiver that can be held and operated in the user's hand.

HF-High Frequency. Th is is a part of the radio frequency spectrum in which
most worldwide amateur communications take place.

Hcme-brew-cj-icme-built.

Rag.chewer-An amateur who enjoys conversing at length on the air.

Rig-A piece of amateur radio equipment, usually a transceiver.

Spectral purily- Refers to the spectral map of all the wave energy emitted in
a transmission. The greater the proportion of total energy contained in the
signal in the principal (fundamental) transmitted frequency, the greater the
spectral purity.

Transceiver-A piece of radio equipment in which the receiver and transmit
ter are contained in the same chassis.

Have you seen the film Moscow On The
Hud.~()n '! In it , Robin Williams plays a Rus
sian emigre who ends up in New York City.
Soon after arrivi ng in America, he goes to a
superma rket and timidly pokes around. Hav
ing come from a land where even the staples
aren't always available, the selection of food
boggles him. Front-end overload sets in by
the time he gets to the coffee section. He
reaches fo r a package, knocks over a few
other products-and passes out cold!

Drama aside, the example should be clear :
newcomers to amateur radio can be easily
cowed by the wide selection of gear . In 1988
alone, le OM, Kenwood, and Yaesu present
ed nearly twenty new transceivers . In the
past year, well over a hundred amateur radio
products entered the market. lr's as challeng
ing now to shop wisely as it is to heme-brew
equipment .

Enter 7J
73 Magazine's answer to this is simple-a

more aggressive product review program.
We aim to run at least six reviews per issue,
up from the average of two or three. We also
plan a special review issue every year, which
will feature product reviews of at least ten of
the more popular items on the market.

Your feedback- what else?- prompted us
to take this step. This demand was second
only to " more home-b rew . " This still
doesn't cover it all , ofcourse, but it's a much
needed step in the right direction.

Our reviewsare geared more for the opera-

Are You a Potential Reviewer?

If this is something that interests
you, send for our reviewer profile
form. In it, we ask you to rate our
review policy. and to tell us a bit
about yourself as a ham, such as
your favorite modes and bands,
your station setup, and what writ
ing, if any, you have done. When
you receive it, just fill it out and
send it back to us. You can also
find this form on Compuserve's
Hamnet. Feel free , also, to leave
us a message on CompuServe (CS
73170,775), Mel Mail, (WGEPUB),
or GEnie (BHASTINGS.3). l ook
ing forward to hearing from youl
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tor than the tech purist. You won-t have to
wade through exhaustive, and exhausting,
discussions of circuit particulars. Nor will
you be distracted by graphs showing a
transceiver ' s transmission spectral purity. If
a rig meets fT C specs in this area-as virtu
ally all modern rigs do- we just say so. We
also don 't take up valuable space with com
plete comparative listings of the manufactur
er's specifications versus observed specifica
tions. Most discrepancies are minor and can
be effectively covered in a sentence or two.

Relevance

73 reviews focus on the practical issues:
Whom would the produ ct inte rest the
most?- DXers. digital mode enthusiasts, or
the Saturday-afternoon rag-chewert How
difficult was it to put the product together and

get it up and running?- Is it entry-level or
not? Is a piece of gear with operator controls
ergonomically well-designed? Does the
product perfo rm according to the manufac
turer' s claims? Are the instructions clearly
written, or clearly translated? Do they in
clude plenty of graphics? How supportive is
customer support? How does the piece of
gear compare with similar products? How
adaptable is it to other uses?

Last but not least: Where is there room fo r
improvement? I think you' ll find our reviews
don' t spare constructive criticism. The man
ufacturers respect this. They know they need
your feedback in order to continue improving
their line. They can no more afford to live in
an ivory tower than we here at 73 .

Good luck!RI
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